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This study focuses on Farīd al-dīn ʻAṭṭār (d. 1221) “Memorial of God’s 

Friends” (Taẕkirat al-awlīyāʼ) – one of the key medieval Persian Sufi 

hagiographies – as well as on the related Sufi treatises composed in X–XIII 

centuries. “Memorial” stands out among the Sufi hagiographic texts, both in terms 

of volume and content. ʻAṭṭār’s compendium cannot be considered the first work 

on this topic: the earliest extant biographical compendiums in Arabic were created 

in the second half of the X century, and the emergence of Sufi biographical 

dictionaries and individual hagiographies is attested from 11th century onward. 

“Memorial of God’s Friends” stands out among other works not because of its 

wide chronological and geographical coverage, but because of ʻAṭṭār’s scrupulous 

textual work and his literary talents. In this sense “Memorial” may be of interest 

not only as a work of Sufi thought, but also as an important monument of classical 

Persian literature. 

Most of the works under analysis were composed in the eastern lands of the 

disintegrating ʻAbbasid Caliphate – in the provinces of Fars, Khurasan and 

Mawarannahr. Khurasan and especially its capital Nishapur were one of the main 

economic and cultural centers of the Muslim world before the Mongol invasion. 

Starting from the X century, the intellectual elite of the province took part in 

composition of the important works that had a decisive influence on the formation 

of the entire complex of Islamic sciences: the study of the Quran and hadith, 

theology and jurisprudence. In many ways, it was the activities of this region’s 

religious scholars that contributed to the articulation of the principles and beliefs of 

the “People of the Sunna and the consensus” (ahl al-sunna va-l-jamāʼ).  

The Sufi doctrine had been forming in this intellectual milieu. Over several 

centuries, Sufi authors composed a large number of works – extensive and highly 

specialized theoretical treatises and practical manuals, biographical and 

hagiographic works. This process, which we propose to call textualization of Sufi 

teachings, had a tremendous impact on the present and future of the Sufi 

movement. In the course of this process, Sufi authors formulated the main 

postulates and concepts of what became known as Sufi “science” (ʻilm at-

taṣavvuf). They also created their own history of the movement, substantiated and 

strengthened the authority of the “God’s Friends” (awlīyāʼ): authoritative Sufi 

masters. In other words, the authors of the X–XIII centuries played a pivotal role in 

the process of construction of the Sufi tradition. 

The hagiographies of the “God’s Friends” are included in the broader 

context of the narrative of religious leadership, which has its own history in 

Muslim thought and originates in the life of the Prophet Muḥammad. The pious 



and devout life of the Prophet still remains a model for every Muslim, and he 

himself – an indisputable authority for believers. The status of Muḥammad as an 

inimitable ideal and “Seal of the prophets” (xātim al-anbīyāʼ), the last messenger 

of God, who brought people the final, undistorted version of revelation, was the 

reason of  the increased attention to his life, which meant, inter alia, the 

development of various forms of his veneration and the appearance of a 

biographical tradition. Given that the prophethood had been completed 

(Muḥammad being the last prophet), and the absence of an indisputable religious 

authority, representatives of various trends of Muslim thought competed in the 

creation of teachings, thus substantiating their right to lead the Muslim community, 

forming their own image of a religious leader. 

Research topic. This work is an attempt to analyze the process of 

constructing the Sufi tradition in the Sufi bio- and hagiographic texts of the X–XIII 

centuries (both Arabic and Persian), as well as in the related works composed by 

representatives of Sufism. By biographical I mean the “generations” (ṭabaqāt) 

works of Sulamī, Iṣbāhanī and Anṣarī, as well as the Sufi manuals which include 

the sections devoted to the lives of famous Sufis of the past (notably of Qušayrī 

and Huvjiri). By contrast I propose to call “Sīra of Ibn Khafīf” by al-Daylamī, 

“Secrets of Unity” by Muḥammad ibn Munavvar, “Stations of Žandapīl” by Ṣadīd 

al-dīn Ġaznavī and, most importantly for this study, “Memorial of God’s Friends”, 

– hagiographic writings. The modern scholarship has no consensus regarding the 

nature of the abovementioned works. I am of the opinion that “generations” works 

should not be called hagiographic, because they only aim to present a set of facts 

about certain mystic (date and place of birth, names of masters, famous utterances). 

Meanwhile, the texts I suggest to call hagiographic are not limited to a systematic 

exposition of information, being primarily focused on the stories of the mystic’s 

spiritual path: his self-discipline and striving towards self-perfection, miracles and 

virtues, etc. In other words, these writings do not describe a life, but rather a path 

to God. 

The authors of these works, while being actors in the intellectual and social 

dimensions of Islamic scholarship (some of them played several roles at once: for 

example, Qušayrī had sufficient qualifications in the field of religious sciences to 

make his own legal verdicts), operated in the field of conflicts and contradictions. 

On the one hand, they had to operate in the legal boundaries of Islam, while 

composing their writings: to rely in their reasoning and attitudes on the principles 

of the Quran and the notions of orthodoxy developed on the basis of hadith corpus 

(i.e. “The Sunna of the Prophet Muḥammad”). On the other hand, these authors 

sought to substantiate the legitimacy of the Sufis claims in the struggle for 



religious authority in the Muslim community and to strengthen the position of the 

Sufi teaching as one of the ways to gain privileged status. This struggle demanded 

at the same time buttressing their own orthodoxy and opposing to their rivals: 

namely, the “religious scholars” (ʻulamāʼ), who established this very orthodoxy.  

The authors of the X-XIII centuries, guided by the need to follow general 

theoretical principles and reacting to practical needs, created an image of Sufi 

“science”, which was aimed to show the orthodoxy of the Sufi movement, and also 

to distinguish it against the background of other contenders for leadership in the 

Muslim community. Within the framework of the period under analysis, the 

reinterpretation of the rich and heterogeneous mystical-ascetic heritage of the first 

centuries of Muslim history and the “cleansing” of this newly established 

“righteous science” from the most controversial representatives, ideas and 

practices of early Sufism and their rethinking took place. The new status of Sufi 

movement presupposed an establishment of pious history of the movement, with 

its legendary founders, unquestioned authorities, key ideas and notions of what is 

allowed and what is not. Sufi authors constructed this history by textualizing it: in 

the X-XIII centuries writings they were creating an internally consistent narrative 

about Sufi piety, gradually building it up as a continuum, rooted in the epoch of the 

Prophet Muḥammad and his companions and kept through the generations of 

“God’s Friends”. In the process of textualization, the authors incorporated early 

Muslim renunciants and adherents of the various regional mystical-ascetic 

teachings into the list of “God’s Friends”, thus creating the image of “Sufism” as 

Islamic mysticism par excellence. 

The concepts of “textualization” and “construction of tradition” are of a 

great importance for this study, the use of which in modern scholarship will be 

highlighted below. The term “textualization” is distinctive of the methodology of 

several branches of humanities. Two fields of use of this term can be distinguished: 

methodological (as a research principle in folklore studies, ethnography and 

anthropology) and descriptive (as a description of the variety of cultural practices 

that establish the relationship between man and the world by means of text). 

In folklore studies “textualization” is used to denote the process of the 

textual fixation of oral heritage. For example, the volume “Textualization of Oral 

Epic” edited by Lauri Honko is devoted to the problems of the written codification 

of the oral epic, during which a work is created that is different from the original. 

In anthropological methodology, James Clifford elaborates on the process of 

textualization of human experience, developing Wilhelm Dilthey’s concept of 

“fixed expressions of life”. He calls textualization a process during which 



behavioral and speech acts, beliefs, elements of oral tradition, rituals, being 

separated from the immediate discursive or performative situation, are labeled as a 

corpus, some potentially meaningful whole. In postcolonial theory, textualization 

of the world is understood as a way of creating a picture of the world by European 

scientists. Gayatri Spivak speaks of this as a “worldling” of the world and its 

discursive parts as comparable to the “European” vision of the world.  

The notion of textualization, which I conventionally call “descriptive”, is 

used to describe cultural practices and techniques for creating a written heritage or 

fixing a tradition. In William Schniedewind’s “How the Bible Became a Book: 

Textualization of Ancient Israel” the very term “textualization” is subtitled. The 

author points out that the choice of such a subtitle arises from the fact that in this 

region the written texts were “for the first time in human history began to have 

religious and cultural authority”, and he calls the process of transferring authority 

from oral to written sources “textualization of Ancient Israel”. Another important 

part of research by Schniedewind is devoted to the emergence of authorities in 

tradition in the course of its textualization. In particular, in relation to the Torah, he 

elaborates on the figure of Moses as such an authority: the texts and traditions 

attributed to him continue to spread long after his death. 

In a number of her works devoted to the New Testament and early 

Christianity April DeConick applies the method of “traditio-rhetorical criticism”, 

which she defines as an approach to the study of literature, reconstructing mutual 

exchange and modification of religious traditions “as they were discussed, 

evaluated, and textualized by the communities that used them”. The proposed 

method is aimed “to reconstruct the topics within a text in order to understand the 

text's thought, speech, stories, and arguments”. DeConick suggests a hermeneutics 

for understanding the discourse that defines textualization and the creation of 

ideology, and its main goal is “to reconstruct the modified ideology in relation to 

the religious traditions of the people involved”.  

The second concept that is important for this study is “construction of 

tradition”. This term has become widely known thanks to the famous volume “The 

Invention of Tradition” edited by Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger. In the 

preface Hobsbawm defines an “invented tradition” as “a set of practices, normally 

governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, 

which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which 

automatically implies continuity with the past”. The influence of this volume, in 

particular, became the reason for the spread of this methodological approach 

outside the “secular” history. A number of studies devoted to phenomena are based 



on the methodology, the foundations of which were laid in the “Invention of 

Tradition”, and some of them indicate this continuity, even at the level of naming. 

Such, for example, is the volume “The Invention of the Sacred Tradition” edited by 

James R. Lewis and Olav Hammer. Lewis and Hammer point out that the invention 

of sacred traditions “appears to be a perennial motif in religious history”. A 

volume “Constructing Tradition: Means and Myths of Transmission in Western 

Esotericism” edited by Andreas Kilcher is methodologically similar and  is 

dedicated to the construction of traditions in Western esotericism. This work 

examines the techniques and practices of transferring knowledge in a whole set of 

teachings, which are classified under the general name of “Western esotericism” 

and are understood as not only involved in the process of constructing their own 

traditions, but also as special forms of tradition themselves. Esotericism, according 

to Kilcher, seeks to invent its own tradition, to define its own master narrative, to 

create myths about its own origin and the transfer of knowledge.  

Although the relationship between “Islamic esotericism” and Sufism is a 

subject of debate, the methodology proposed for the study of esoteric teachings can 

be successfully applied to analyze the Sufi tradition. In assuming so, this work isn’t 

intended to view Sufism as esotericism, but it indicates that the set of approaches 

elaborated by the contributors of the “Constructing Tradition” has a lot in common 

with the methodology of this study (construction of tradition, creation of a “master 

narrative”, etc.). As for the term “textualization” discussed above, there are also 

some peculiarities about the intellectual history of Muslim societies in X–XIII 

centuries to be noted. The textualization of the Sufi tradition can be understood as 

a process of written recording of the oral heritage (although, for example, ʻAṭṭār 

being an important actor of this process relied, among other things, on stories 

transmitted orally) to a lesser extent than it is presented, for example, in the work 

of W. Schniedewind in the case of the Bible. The crystallization of Sufi ideology 

did not take place ex nihilo: we know of a fairly large number of works created 

before the X century by representatives of various ascetic-mystical teachings. But a 

significant increase in the number of Sufi writings in the X-XIII centuries, whose 

authors designated themselves as contributors to “Sufi science” developed the 

basic principles and notions of the movement, substantiate its authorities, argued 

with opponents and created their own version of the history of Muslim piety, 

speaks in favor of calling this historical period above all the age of textualization 

of the Sufi teachings.  

The very term “textualization”, in my opinion, is the most appropriate to 

describe the process that took place in the Sufi movement. Alexander Knysh in his 

work “Islamic Mysticism. A Short History” uses the term “systematization”, 



noting that “between  356/967  and  465/1074,  there appeared dozens of treatises, 

histories and manuals that covered all the major aspects of the ‘Sufi science’”. 

While agreeing to this usage of terms, I would like to emphasize the textual 

activity in which systematization manifested itself. In other words, this work is 

intended to underline the methods, means and tools with which Sufi authors/actors 

formed the Sufi tradition. 

The significance of the study. The analyzed period can be characterized as 

an age of rapid growth of the written traditions of various branches of Islamic 

thought. The formation of Sufism as religious and social movement took place in 

the time of the establishment of competing theories substantiating religious 

authority and claims to spiritual leadership in the Muslim community. Thus, 

analysis of the process of constructing the Sufi tradition and the creation of the 

popular image of the Sufi masters as leaders of the Muslim community makes it 

possible to extend our understanding of the intellectual history of the Muslim 

world in the X-XIII centuries and the role of Sufi authors in shaping the narrative 

of religious leader in Islamic thought. 

There is a consensus in modern scholarship that Sufi history as it is 

represented in the X-XIII centuries texts was constructed by the authors of this 

period and should not be taken as an accurate reflection of reality. The research 

works published in recent decades have bolstered this consensus, but this works 

were mainly focused on the history of Sufism (facts and their distorted descriptions 

in the tradition). This study is intended to shift the research emphasis from the 

examining of facts to the analysis of the process of textualization, which was 

conditioned not only by the religious, but also by the literary and cultural context. 

Such optics allows us to take a fresh look at both the sources published in recent 

decades and those which are well known and considered to be thoroughly studied. 

Methodological basis. The methodological framework of the dissertation 

consists of philological research methods: comparative historical analysis 

(comparison of sources, interpretations, functioning and development of ideas and 

concepts), literary analysis (composition, genre, author’s motives, narrative 

techniques). In addition to philological methods, the study uses historical (in 

defining the cultural and political context) and philosophical methods (in analysis 

of argumentation, terminology and ideas). 

This study operates with the concepts of “textualization” and “invention of 

tradition”, the use of which was reviewed above. The method of traditio-rhetorical 

criticism of DeConik is of particular importance for the dissertation, as well as the 

methodological framework established by Hobsbawm and Ranger for historical 



research, but also successfully applied in the analysis of the written heritage of 

religious traditions 

Goals and objectives. The purpose of the dissertation is to identify the key 

components of the process of forming the narrative of Sufi piety in Persian 

hagiographic writings. This work is intended to consider how the authors of the X-

XIII centuries constructed a Sufi history of piety, built representation strategies of 

the Sufi movement, created the image of “God’s Friends” (i.e. Sufi masters) and 

substantiated their claim to spiritual leadership of the Muslim community. The 

study is based on a comparative historical analysis of primarily Persian Sufi 

sources (the main focus is on the hagiographic compendium “Memorial of God’s 

Friends”) with the use of material from historical and polemical writings. This step 

is aimed at creating contrasting characteristics of the terms, concepts and practices 

discussed, as well as identifying the context of the circulation of Sufi ideas in the 

intellectual milieu of the Muslim world.  

To achieve these goals, it is necessary to perform the following research 

tasks:  

– to consider the process of the formation of Sufism as a Persian tradition in 

its connection with the corpus of Arabic Sufi literature and determine the place of 

“Memorial of God’s Friends” in this tradition  

– to explore the process and mechanisms of retrospective construction of the 

Sufi tradition, the formation of an internally consistent narrative in the X-XIII 

centuries texts.  

– to study the dynamics of Sufi polemics with religious scholars and 

representatives of regional ascetic-mystical movements within the studied period 

and highlight its influence on the formation of Sufi doctrine and the image of 

“God’s Friends”  

– Analyze the Sufi self-representation strategies in the context of the 

changing social status of the Sufi movement. 

Theses to be defended 

– In the process of textualization of the Sufi teachings, not only is the 

Persian language of the Sufi tradition was formed, but the “Iranization” of this 

tradition was also taking place. This is due to the development of Persian 

hagiographic literature, and the “Memorial of God’s Friends” captures this 

tendency. 



– Sufi authors of the X-XIII centuries constructed “Sufism” (taṣavvuf) as 

“meta-identity”: Sufism displaced or absorbed local mystical-ascetic movements, 

taking their place, and was established as normative “mystical dimension of 

Islam”. 

– The significant shift in the self-representation strategies of the Sufi 

movement takes place in X–XIII centuries: there were certain changes in the image 

of “God’s Friends” as heirs of the prophets and leaders of the Muslim community. 

The image of the “learned” Sufi master possessing perfect knowledge gives way to 

the Sufi “miracle worker”. This shift is observed primarily in hagiographic 

writings and is seen in its fullest form in the “Memorial of God’s Friends”. 

– The model of describing the Sufi movement as “Islam in miniature” was 

being implemented in Sufi texts under the influence of polemical and 

heresiological writings. With this model applied, the Sufi movement fits all the 

criteria of a separate religious community: “God’s Friends” are praised like Islamic 

prophets, their words and deeds become a role model and form a kind of 

“collective Sunna”. 

– “Memorial of God’s Friends” by Farīd al-dīn ʻAṭṭār played a key role in 

the formation of a narrative of a pious life with a conventional set of compositional 

and stylistic characteristics. This literary monument is not just a hagiographic 

compendium, but also a special type of textbook representing “Sufi doctrine 

embodied”. 

Practical significance. This study makes a significant contribution to 

understanding the principles and mechanisms of construction of the Sufi tradition 

and deepens knowledge in the study of the intellectual history of the Muslim world 

during the formation of the complex of “Islamic sciences”. This work also expands 

the prevailing scientific understanding of the circulation of Sufi writings in the 

context of Muslim scholarship, the emergence, functioning and development of 

ideas and concepts in Sufi literature, as well as understanding the mystical and 

ascetic practices of Sufism in the literary context. The practical value of this 

dissertation lies in the significant addition of the university disciplines devoted to 

the history of the Muslim doctrine, comparative religious studies and the history of 

the Sufism. 

Approbation. Particular issues touched upon in the dissertation have been 

presented during several international forums: The First International Congress of 

the Eurasian Association of Iranian studies, IX Annual Conference “Written 

Monuments of the East: Problems of Translation and Interpretation”, "History and 



Culture of Islam. Russia and the Islamic World”, “Culture and Politics in the 

History of Iran”, XXIX International Congress on Source Study and 

Historiography of Asia and Africa – Asia and Africa: Heritage and Modernity”, 

“Oriental Readings. Religions. Cultures. Literatures (In memory of Nikolai 

Nikulin)”, XXVIII International Scientific Conference on Source Study and 

Historiography of Asia and Africa – Asia and Africa in a Changing World”. 

Work structure. The dissertation consists of an introduction, four chapters, 

a conclusion, annexes and a list of references and literature. 

The introduction contains: general characteristics of the work, its goals and 

objectives, explanations to the research topic, list of theses to be defended and 

information on practical significance and approbation of this dissertation. It also 

contains a history of research and a methodological summary. 

The first chapter “Review of Arab and Persian Biographical Sources” 

examines the tradition of religious biographies in the Muslim world with focus on 

the formation of the image of a religious leader. The religious leader  narrative in 

Islam typologically goes back to the stories about the Prophet Muḥammad, the 

main figure of this religion and an indisputable authority for believers. We can 

observe the formation of a specific genre named “Life of the Messenger of God” 

(Sīrat Rasūl Allāh) during the first centuries of Islamic history, which has its own 

structure, including “plot” and “non-plot” elements, and poetic fragments. Another 

type of narrative text is associated with the figure of Muḥammad are hadiths 

(ḥadīṯ), reports of the deeds, sayings and tacit endorsements of the prophet. The 

text of each hadith was supplied with an obligatory chain of transmitters (isnād), 

which later became the basis for its ranking and classification. The “Sīra” of 

Muḥammad is joined by another literary genre dedicated to the lives and deeds of 

other Islamic prophets – “Stories of the Prophets” (Qiṣaṣ al-anbiyāʼ). Such 

writings, originating from the oral tradition, were incorporated into the history of 

Islam, thereby giving this religion a “worldwide accepted” status. These prophets 

thereby also acquire the status of a “religious leader” and become role models for 

Muslims. 

The development of hadith studies (ʻilm al-ḥadīṯ) and the improvement of 

methods for their verification led to the emergence of a special “knowledge of 

men” (ʻilm al-rijāl), which aimed to evaluate the reliability of narrators mentioned 

in the chain of  transmission. Over time, collections called “The ranks of men”, in 

which these transmitters were divided by generations and regions of residence 

appeared. It is believed that it was these writings that gave impetus to the 

development of an extremely fruitful tradition of biographical dictionaries 



(ṭabaqāt), among which ones dedicated to Sufis also appear. The main function of 

these biographical dictionaries was the legitimization of a certain tradition:  

establishment of its origins, articulation of methods of knowledge transfer inside 

this tradition, substantiation of its authorities etc. 

At the early stage of textualization (in the works of Sulamī and Isbāhanī), 

the “Generations of Sufis” have a rather rigid structure: the biographies are 

arranged strictly in chronological order and consist of a certain set of constituent 

parts (introduction – transmission of hadith – narrative part). Subsequently, the 

constituent parts of the biography are modified: the introduction is written in 

rhythmic prose, the hadith transmission part is omitted, the stories are presented 

without a chain of transmitters. Most importantly, in later works (by Anṣarī and 

Hujvirī), the “voice of the author” appears with his comments and remarks, 

expressions of an opinion, relations of a personal stories. 

One of the main goals of these works, both “generations” and treatises, 

which include biographical sections, is the creation of a Sufi tradition. Their 

authors in their attempts to reconcile Sufism with “official” Islam postulate that 

Sufis are continuing the tradition of piety that was characteristic of the Prophet 

Muḥammad and his companions. Thus, “God’s Friends” are proclaimed to be the 

spiritual heirs of the prophets, and, therefore, religious leaders of Muslim 

community. 

The second chapter “Farīd al-dīn ʻAṭṭār and the Persian Sufi tradition” is 

devoted to the process of the formation of Sufism as a tradition in the Persian 

language, as well as to Farīd al-dīn ʻAṭṭār and his participation in this process. The 

formation of the Persian Sufi tradition took place during the XI – XIII centuries. 

This process began with the translation of the most important Arabic works of the 

Greater Khurasan region (the “Epistle on Sufism” of Qušayrī and the 

“Introduction” of Kalābāẕī) into Persian; this is how Sufism adapted itself to the 

new public, first of all, and to the new linguistic situation in the region. Along the 

way, original Persian works were created (“The Generations of Sufis” and other 

works by Anṣarī, “Revealing of the Secrets” by Hujvirī). As part of the process of 

textualization of Sufi practices, not only the Persian language of the Sufi tradition 

is being formed, but the “Iranization” of this tradition is also taking place: to a 

large extent, this is due to the development of biographical literature. In Persian 

biographical writings representatives of the first generations of pious Muslims 

begin to speak in a language familiar to the audience. Moreover, stories about them 

are included in the corpus of Persian literature: in a few centuries, “God’s Friends” 

have become characters of literary works outside of Sufi milieu. 



The change in the social status of Sufism and the development of the 

practice of veneration of Sufi masters leads to the emergence of individual 

hagiographies, the early examples of which are the works about Ibn Khafīf Shīrāzī 

and Abū Isḥāq Kāzaruni. Later appeared the archetypal examples of this genre: 

hagiographies of Abū Saʻīd Mayhanī and Aḥmad-i Jam Žandapīl (as well as the 

hagiography of Abū-l-Ḥasan Kharaqānī, the exact dating of which is difficult). The 

establishment of the cult of Sufi masters was one of the main goals of these texts: 

“God’s Friends” are portrayed as mediators between God and believers, their 

power and authority extend not only to a narrow group of their disciples, but also 

to all people, including worldly rulers. In addition, these hagiographies play a vital 

role in justification of posthumous cult of Sufi masters with their shrines becoming 

objects of pilgrimage. These processes lead to the localization of the Sufi 

movement and the formation of the first Sufi communities: established around the 

local authorities, these communities flourished even after the death of their 

founders. 

Another tendency in the development of Sufi literature of this period is the 

increase in the number of specialized works. Comprehensive works such as “The 

unveiling of the veiled” of Hujvirī are giving way to theoretical treatises on narrow 

topics. These are writings on the nature of human and Divine love, interpretation of 

the ecstatic utterances of the Sufis, visionary diaries, commentaries on the Quran 

and the beautiful names of God. This tendency shouldn’t be understood as a sign of 

decline or “shallowing” of the Sufi movement. On the contrary, this age should be 

considered as a period of expansion of the thematic and genre repertoire of Sufi 

literature. 

Despite its clear connection with the Sufi tradition developed by Nishapuri 

authors, the “Memorial of God’s Friends” stands out among the other Sufi 

writings. It differs from the “Generations” of Sulamī and Anṣarī, “Ornaments of 

the God’s Friends” by Isbāhanī or the works of Qušayrī and Hujvirī. The main 

reason for such an interpretation is its conceptual “un-scholastic” nature: there is 

no division into generations, no chains of transmitters (which ʻAṭṭār underlines in 

the preface), and only an approximate chronology is used. On the one hand, ʻAṭṭār 

does not set the task of writing a history of Muslim piety from its origins up to his 

contemporaries, as it was in the works of his predecessors. The main characters of 

“Memorial” are the chosen representatives of the “Golden age” of Sufism (ʻAṭṭār, 

for example, excludes the hagiography of Šiblī). On the other hand, in the age of 

ʻAṭṭār characterized by both “localization” and “specialization” of Sufism and the 

emergence of Sufi brotherhoods, “Memorial” with its all-encompassing 

universalism looks somewhat anachronistic. 



ʻAṭṭār’s compendium also represents a special type of Sufi textbook in 

which “Sufi science” is elaborated on by “God’s Friends”. This textbook is 

skillfully clothed by the author in a hagiographic form and devoid of unnecessary 

(from his point of view) formalities and subtleties. External circumstances – the 

devastation of Khurasan by the Ġuzz tribes and the much more destructive Mongol 

invasion – not only changed this region once for all, but also asserted the status of 

the “Memorial” as a monument to the “Golden age” of Muslim piety. 

The third chapter “Sufi polemics and the construction of tradition in 

‘Memorial of God’s Friends’” explores the problem of retrospective construction 

of Sufi history and examines the relationship of Sufis with representatives of the 

corporation of “religious scholars” (ʻulamaʼ) and followers of local ascetic-

mystical movements (primarily with Malāmatiyya movement of Khurasan). During 

the process of textualization of Sufism in order to create an internally consistent 

tradition, Sufi authors used several strategies for dealing with local mystical-

ascetic teachings. On the example of the Malāmatiyya movement (“People of 

blame”), whose representatives, attitudes and practices in Sufi works of the X-XIII 

centuries became part of the Sufi heritage, we see quite successful incorporation of 

the regional movement. Moreover, the ideals of the “People of blame” spread to 

the entire Sufi movement and lose their exclusivity. The incorporation of 

Malāmatiyya into Sufi history, which began in the works of Sulamī, may have 

been successful precisely because of the peaceful alliance of Baghdadi and 

Khurasani mysticism for the sake of fighting a common enemy – the Karrāmites. 

The alliance of Sufis and “People of blame” is extensively elaborated in Sufi 

literature: for the sake of strengthening this union, the authors even “smoothed out 

the corners” and tried to soften the contradictions that existed between 

representatives of the two schools, either not noticing them at all, or presenting 

them as intra-Sufi polemics. 

A completely different situation is observed in the presentation of 

movements hostile to Sufism – the Karrāmites and the Salīmites. Despite the fact 

that Sufis have completely supplanted or assimilated followers of both hostile 

teachings, we find only rare and almost always negative references to them. The 

authors who shaped Sufi history and created “Sufi science” choose the tactics of 

silence and oblivion in relation to the representatives of the Salīmites and 

Karrāmites in general, and rare approving characteristics (Ibn Karrām by Sulamī 

and Žandapīl, Ibn Salīm by Sarrāj, Sulamī and Anṣarī) have no influence on the 

formation of the Sufi tradition. It is likely that the explanation for such tacit tactics 

should be sought not in insurmountable ideological differences – the incorporation 

of Malāmatiyya shows us that rough edges could be smoothed out. Most likely, the 



reason for the silence of the Sufi authors was that both movements had an 

extremely bad reputation among religious scholars, so the association of Sufism 

with such marginal teachings could harm the pious image of “Sufi science”. 

At the same time, the works of Sulamī, Qušayrī and Hujvirī reflect the 

process of reinterpretation of the heritage of certain mystics included in the Sufi 

history. The outcome of this process was the radical shift in the self-representation 

of the movement. The inclusion of the theories of Ḥakīm Tirmiẕī about “God’s 

Friends” in the toolkit of “Sufi science” made significant adjustments to the image 

of a “pious learned Sufi”. Sufism, gaining more and more popularity outside 

Baghdad and acquiring an ever higher social status, goes beyond the hierarchy of 

“People of knowledge” (ulū’-l-ʻilm) and declares itself a corporation of “God’s 

Friends”. The development of Sufi hagiography, which, on the one hand, is 

evidence of an increase in the social and spiritual status of the Sufis, and on the 

other hand, is a means to consolidate and reinforce this status, demonstrates a shift 

in the self-representation of the movement. The “learned” Sufi master becomes 

Sufi “miracle worker”. This shift is can be clearly observed in the works of 

Qušayrī and Hujvirī, which include lengthy chapters devoted to the miracles of 

“God’s Friends”. 

In the writings of Nishapuri authors, Sufism becomes “meta-identity”: 

phenomenon that incorporates and transforms different identities. Sufism supplants 

or absorbs local ascetic-mystical traditions, taking their place, and asserts itself in 

the status of the “mystical dimension of Islam” par excellence. One of the reasons 

for the influence and popularity of the compendium created by ʻAṭṭār lies in the 

fact that the author of “Memorial” formalizes this state of Sufism as a universal 

Islamic phenomenon that does not have chronological, geographical or ideological 

boundaries, and makes “God’s Friends”, the founding fathers of “Collective 

Sunna”, indisputable authorities for the entire Muslim community. 

The fourth chapter “Sufi hagiography and the construction of Sufism as a 

religious community” examines the strategy of self-representation of the Sufism as 

a separate religious movement, a kind of “Islam in miniature”. In the process of 

textualization of the Sufi teachings, the authors of the X-XIII centuries texts faced 

the task of establishing the legitimacy of the movement and an adequate response 

to ideological opponents against the background of the rapid growth of the 

popularity of Sufism and the social status of Sufi masters. These factors have had a 

significant impact on the strategies of Sufi self-representation. On the one hand, 

Sufis were forced to confirm the “orthodoxy” of the movement and to prove the 

legitimacy of their own practices, rituals and institutions. On the other hand, they 



strove for an adequate description of their own mystical experience, the very fact 

of gaining which went beyond the framework of Islamic doctrine. Both of these 

“faces” of Sufism were directed to different groups of the believers: the former – to 

the opponents of the Sufis from the corporation of “religious scholars”, the latter – 

to their devotees and potential followers. In an effort to “save both faces”, Sufi 

authors developed the concept of “God’s Friends”, which allowed them to remain 

in the legal boundaries of Islam, while claiming the status of “heirs of the 

prophets”. 

Calling the “God’s Friends” the heirs of the prophets and confirming their 

subordinate status in relation to the messengers of God, the Sufi authors at the 

same time honored their authorities as real prophets and praised their “prophetic” 

virtues. Reports of their words and deeds were preserved like hadiths. These 

reports underlie a “collective Sunna” as a source of correct behavior for followers 

of the Sufi teachings, and occasionally influenced the norms of religious law. The 

miracles of the “God’s Friends”, being one step below the prophetic miracles, were 

described as miracles of true prophets (among these miracles was the main 

prophetic miracle – miʻrāj). Dreams, which by far were one of the established 

channels of communication with the “hidden world”, performed several important 

functions in Sufi texts, but, above all, provided Sufi masters with a “part of the 

prophecy”. The duality of the strategy of Sufi self-representation was manifested in 

the need to comprehend and describe the “prophetic” visionary experience in the 

situation of the completed cycle of prophecy. Being in this position, Sufi authors 

used various methods: from marginalizing the most controversial practices to using 

the language of allegories when trying to “express the inexpressible”. Such a 

balancing between the preservation of the image of Sufism as a pious teaching 

within the framework of Islam and the need to describe the experience that goes 

beyond this framework is characteristic not only of the Sufi texts of the period 

under study. 

The X-XIII centuries Sufi authors constructed taṣavvuf as a separate 

religious community, using a model developed in heresiological works (in 

particular, by Šahrastānī, a prominent representative of this tradition and a native 

of Khurasan). This community, in the imagination of Sufi authors, had its own 

prophets, a custom established on the basis of reports of their words and deeds, 

with which their followers agreed, and a law that they interpreted and modified. 

Moreover, applying the same model, these authors depicted the Sufi community as 

a set of sects and branches, which was intended to testify not only about its 

diversity, but about its separate status of “Islam in miniature”. 



The Conclusion summarizes the results of the dissertation research 

concerning the process of “Iranian” textualization of the Sufi doctrine and the 

construction of the Sufi tradition in the texts of the X-XIII centuries. 

The Annexes contain a table comparing the structure of the hagiographies in 

“Memorial” and “Secrets of the Unity”, as well as translations of selected chapters 

from the “Memorial”. 

The List of references and literature contains 219 publications in Arabic, 

Persian and European languages. 
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